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Autofill for the Mobile Web
Filling web forms is a tedious exercise on any browser. The process interrupts a user’s browsing flow and can lead
to abandonment of the current site, and in the worst cases abandonment of an entire browsing session. For
browsers looking to optimise user engagement this can result in lost revenue through fewer ad impressions and
searches.
The desktop browser market is saturated with tools to help users fill out forms with minimal effort. To date, third party
autofill vendors have largely ignored mobile browsers, even though the difficulty for a user filling out forms is
increased significantly through smaller viewports and user interfaces. The difficulty is most clearly demonstrated in
the following charts where, despite some 60.6% of e-retail traffic coming from mobile, only 15.6% of conversions are
on mobile..
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With users becoming more and more inclined to conduct web based transactions on their mobile devices, it
becomes more important for a browser to offer an autofill solution to their users to help minimise the impact form
abandonment could have on session abandonment.
Fillr set out to solve the problem of autofill for mobile by building a system that could be integrated seamlessly into
any Android or iOS browser.

Fillr’s Magical Accuracy
However all this effort is ineffective if the data the user wants to fill does not hit the correct field. Time saved through
the fill process is wasted if a user must edit incorrect or missing fields before submitting a form.
While the UX is a key point of difference for Fillr, the accuracy of the filling technology makes Fillr magical.

No other autofill technology comes close to Fillr for accuracy and speed, not even iOS Safari’s native autofill.
An average of 96% accuracy across even the most difficult forms on the internet makes Fillr up to 1000% faster than
manual input, and by the time you read this, Fillr is more than likely faster and more accurate than that.

Autofill: Deceptively Complex
On the surface autofill does not look all that complicated to achieve. Most forms when viewed by a pair of human
eyes have a clear set of fields, labels and headings that allow a user to determine what piece of their personal info
needs to go in which form field.
The underlying problem is that the structure of what a computer sees versus what a human understands when
scanning a web page are vastly different. From one web developer to the next you will not find many who approach
constructing a web page the same, so HTML code from site to site is almost as unique as fingerprints. Unless a form
is developed to a moderate level of accessibility standards compliance, it is difficult for a computer program to
accurately associate the right textual context to a field.
Reading a page is ambiguous and tricky; actually setting the correct form field values can be treacherous. With a
myriad of form requirements and constructions comes an almost unlimited set of plugins to decorate and validate
form elements. These JavaScript UI elements and events play havoc with the ability to do even a simple assignment
of a field value. As the Fillr profile schema is rigid, there can also be cases of lexical and syntactic mismatches. A
common scenario being where the drop down list values in the user’s profile do not match the form’s might ordinarily
prevent a fill. There are also date format transformations, a dozen or more input types, address formats and more to
deal with. Fillr handles all this and more.

The Technology
In general, 3rd party autofill solutions either need to work at the rendering engine level through an API (e.g. a browser
plugin like Flash), or interact at the DOM level (e.g. a JavaScript extension).
Since the majority of mobile browsers are a wrapper around the closed platform SDK web view, Fillr for Mobile is
designed to work at the DOM level, like an extension.

Fig 3. Fillr Components

Through Android and iOS webview API we can evaluate JavaScript, and have full bi-directional communication with
the DOM and the native Fillr app.
In iOS Safari, the app extension framework handles injecting the Fillr widget into the webview and passing JavaScript
messages back to the Fillr native app. For all other browsers and platforms Fillr provides an SDK to accomplish
similar behaviour.

Fig 4. Fillr Component Communications

The Widget: Detecting Fields
The widget is Fillr’s interface with the DOM. It has two primary functions: harvesting as much textual context and
metadata from the page, and filling user profile values into HTML form fields.
Fillr attempts to take as accurate a picture of each field as possible. In fact the widget’s main design goal in
collecting page metadata is to scan the page in as close to a human readable representation as possible. By
intelligently deconstructing the HTML structure almost entirely, Fillr is able to more accurately ‘read’ the form the way
a human would, and determine contextual information for an individual form field with an uncanny degree of
precision.
The widget runs within tight performance and compiled file size constraints. At the time of writing the widget
can detect and collect metadata on dozens of fields and return a result in less than half a second.

Determining Mappings
Once the widget has returned a list of detailed metadata on each field in the form, Fillr needs to determine what
values from the user’s Fillr profile should be populated into which form field.
We use advanced proprietary textual heuristics to turn form field metadata into Fillr profile field mappings via our
powerful mapping engine. This mapping engine is deployed to a remote API as this gives us more processing
resources, as well as the ability to update our mapping intelligence without requiring app updates. The result is that
filling accuracy is continuously improving without the need for constant app/SDK updates.
The mapping engine can digest hundreds of fields to their corresponding Fillr fields in under a second. For the
average form, the response time is closer to instantaneous. We achieve this through a globally distributed network of
servers and applications optimised for concurrency.
The mapping engine endpoint currently enjoys 100% uptime, so users will always have a highly reliable service.

Field Approval
The mapping engine returns a prediction for each form field indicating which Fillr profile fields should be requested
from the user’s profile. The user is prompted via a streamlined UI to approve all the profile fields they would like to fill
in to the current form.
A unique feature of Fillr is the ability to mix and match profile data to suit the form you are filling. For example a user
may select any email, address or phone number combination from their profile to fill giving them flexibility over the
information they provide to any given web site. Fillr handles this flow in an extremely efficient fill screen presented by
the Fillr app.

The Widget: Field Filling
Setting the value of a form field is not always a simple element.value = “John Smith”. The reality is that no two forms
are ever the same, nor are many developed to adhere to accessibility standards making an elementary approach to
filling values ineffective.
Here is a list of the filling heuristics and techniques Fillr intelligently applies based on the requirements of each field:

Address Formatting
Fillr handles dozens of common address formats. Using sophisticated algorithms Fillr can determine how the
form needs the address formatted to validate correctly.
Fillr applies concatenations and divisions to address data to manipulate the filled values into the format required by
the form.

Date Formatting
Fillr detects the format of a date required in a field. This allows users to precisely fill a date field from any locale in the
world. For example Fillr will intelligently format a date dd/mm/yyyy, mm/dd/yy or even dd-mm-yy.

Phone Number Formatting
Phone numbers can be extremely tricky to fill correctly. Phone number formats differ across different countries, and
forms often split numbers up into any combination of country code, area code, number and extension.
Fillr handles many of the variations through context field analysis smarts to ensure the best chance that a user will
not have to edit any of the phone number details before submitting the form.

Field Validations
Fillr respects common field validations applied to inputs. For example the ‘max-length’ attribute will signal to Fillr that
the value supplied must be trimmed before filling. Fillr will also detect the type of an input to ensure compatible
values are matched in the case of email, tel, date and numeric types.

Autocomplete Standards
Fillr is completely compatible with the HTML Autofill living standard. The Fillr schema aligns perfectly with the
attributes referred to within the standard so any form that implements the autocomplete attributes correctly will enjoy
an optimised filling experience.

Syntactic Mismatch Resolution
Given Fillr has a rigid schema of available fields and list values, there are times when the value a Fillr user has stored
in their profile does not exactly match what is available in a form. For example Fillr stores a list of honorifics as ‘Mr.,
Mrs, Dr.’ etc. Given that these are abbreviations of Mister, Mistress and Doctor it is reasonable to want a form that
uses the full form to be filled accurately.
Fillr leverages fuzzy string matching to resolve these mismatches for all drop down lists present in a form.
The algorithm is extended to encompass other common scenarios where synonymous values are candidates for
selection including country name to country code, gender, occupation, numeric to textual dates, street types, states
and more.

Value Slicing and Splitting
From time to time a form field will only require a portion of the value supplied. Think of middle initial or last 4 digits of
your credit card.
Instead of requiring the user to store these values separately, Fillr can detect when a form requires only part of a
value and extracts the necessary characters from the whole value.
Fillr can also split a whole value into parts. Think of a credit card number form where the form requires the 16 digit
number split into 4 fields of 4 digits each. Fillr handles these kinds of scenarios without a hitch thanks to our in-house
expertise on all things form related.

Extended Element Support
HTML5 brought in a bevvy of new form types. In addition there are common libraries that under normal
circumstances would prevent an autofill solution from interacting with a certain field or form.
Fillr aims to support all the native HTML elements and continue to advance capabilities with the common JS form
libraries.
Field Elements Supported
• Text box (email, date, month, date time, number, tel)
• Select list
• Radio buttons
• Checkbox/Checkbox list
• jQuery Selectbox and other decorated drop down lists
• Text area
Fillr can accurately fill more fields than other autofill solutions - including native Safari and Chrome autofill - because
it can handle significantly more field types than any other product.

Enterprise Integration
Enterprise integration opens doors for site owners to handle Fillr form events and payloads with their own logic.
Fillr provides an API into the widget that allows integrators to specify the fields that should be requested from the
user, and also the logic used to fill the values when a user has approved a fill.
On a suitable form, integration could be used to allow a user to complete a multi-page form with a single fill, or
handle population of a form that leverages a niche JavaScript library.

Privacy and Security
In addition to providing the fastest and most accurate autofill solution on the planet, Fillr takes user privacy and
security extremely seriously.
A guiding principle during product development has been to never store or transmit personal data in/to the
cloud. This reduces the attack vectors against a user’s Fillr profile to those involving direct compromise of the device
through theft.
In most browser SDK integration scenarios, Fillr only makes 3 requests outbound from the app.

Request #1 - Widget download
The SDK will periodically download the latest JavaScript widget code from the Fillr CDN. The request will be to the
following host:
•

https://d2o8n2jotd2j7i.cloudfront.net/widget

This read-only request is to a static CDN file service. No logging of request metadata is carried out and no data is
sent from the device during this request.

Request #2 - Schema Download
The Fillr app will periodically download the latest Fillr Profile Schema. In addition, if a user changes locale the app will
download the schema specific to the user’s chosen region. The schema request will be to the following host:
•

https://fillr.s3.amazonaws.com/schema

This read-only request is to a static CDN file service. No logging of request metadata is carried out and no
data is sent from the device during this request.

Request #3 - Mapping Engine
Every time a user taps the autofill button to fill a form with Fillr, the Fillr app will forward the collected form
metadata from the widget to the remote Mapping Engine service. The mapping engine lives at the following
endpoint:
•

https://api.fillr.com

The mapping request sends a payload containing form/field metadata, and also information about the URL the form
resides on. The mapping engine also logs the IP of the device connecting to the service. We use the URL and IP to
determine usage patterns and improve the service, but do not share this information outside of Fillr.

Profile Security
Profile data within the app is secured using AES-256 encryption and a 256 bit key. The app is PIN protected with
security measures built in to ensure brute force attacks are impractical. Session timeouts are enforced to minimise
the chance of unauthorised access to Fillr profile data via the app.
At no stage does any profile data leave the app due to Fillr. The channels used to transfer profile data to a form are
all secure and local to the device. Only once a user has filled and tapped submit on a form does the user’s data leave
the device.

Personal Data Collection
Fillr only collects a user’s email on sign up. We do not tie this information to any other device or personally
identifiable information.
Fillr uses the email to keep users informed on features and releases as well as product improvement surveys.

The Future
Fillr is committed to building an autofill product that is 100% accurate on every form.
This includes forms other than English, so we are investing heavily in expanding our localisation to benefit our
regional users.
We’ll also continue to upgrade support for various common JavaScript form libraries so no matter how obfuscated
the underlying input is, Fillr will be able to inject a value.
And of course our mapping engine will be constantly upgraded and fine tuned to provided accurate predictions and
super fast response times to users across the globe.

_____
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10 times faster on WooCommerce based sites than manual input
http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/
3
iOS and Android browser SDKs are available from http://developers.fillr.com/
4
https://html.spec.whatwg.org/multipage/forms.html#autofill
5
The app and profile remain highly protected through app sandboxes, AES-256 encryption, pin entry and session
timeouts.
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